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 .An L-fuzzy topological space X, D is called a Lowen space if D has a basis
consisting of leveled characteristic functions, that is to say, the elements in D of
w x  .the form aU, a g L, U : X are a basis for D. In the case L s 0, 1 , X, D is a
 .Lowen space if and only if X, D is a fuzzy neighborhood space in the sense of
Lowen. It is proved in this paper that the category of Lowen spaces is a simultane-
ously bireflective and bicoreflective subcategory of the category of L-fuzzy topolog-
ical spaces, and it is isomorphic to the category of L-fuzzifying topological spaces.
Several characterizations of these spaces are given. Q 2000 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
At first we fix some notations. L denotes a completely distributive
lattice throughout this paper if not otherwise stated. An L-fuzzy topology
 w x. Xalso called an L-topology sometimes 18 on a set X is a subset D : L
which is closed under finite infs and arbitrary sups and contains all the
constant L-fuzzy sets; i.e., D is a stratified Chang]Goguen topology on X.
w xIn the case L s 0, 1 , an L-fuzzy topological space is simply called a fuzzy
topological space. L-FTS denotes the category of L-fuzzy topological
spaces, clearly it is a well-fibred topological category.
Given a g L, U : X, aU s a n U denotes the L-fuzzy set which takes
value a at x g U and 0 g L at x f U, such an L-fuzzy set is called a
leveled characteristic function. For an L-fuzzy set l g LX and a g L, let
  .4  .l s x g X N a 1 l x , the binary relation 1 is defined below , calleda
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  .4the strong a-cut of l and let l s x g X N a F l x , called the a-cut ofw ax
w xl. For undefined notions in fuzzy topology we refer to 4 , for lattice
w xtheoretical notions to 3 , and for categorical terminologies and results our
w xreferences are 1, 12 .
w xIn 1982 Lowen 6 introduced a very important class of fuzzy topological
spaces}fuzzy neighbourhood spaces. Since then these spaces have re-
ceived wide attention in the literature, for categorical properties and
w x wequivalent characterizations, 5, 8, 14, 19 etc; for separation axioms, 9,
x10 , etc. It is a natural question to find the counterpart of these spaces in
the L-fuzzy setting for a general completely distributive lattice L. In this
 .paper we call an L-fuzzy topological space X, D a Lowen space if D has
w xa basis consisting of leveled characteristic functions, when L s 0, 1 , the
Lowen spaces coincide with the fuzzy neighbourhood spaces. Several
characterizations of these spaces are given. As an immediate consequence
of the characterization theorem we get that the categories of Lowen
spaces, L-fuzzifying topological spaces, co-tower extension of the category
of topological spaces are mutually isomorphic.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let a, b be elements in a complete lattice L, we say a is way below
 .  . wedge below b, in symbols, a < a a 1 b , if for every directed arbi-
.trary subset D : L, ED G b implies a F d for some d g D. Clearly if
a g L is a coprime, then a < b if and only if a 1 b. L is called
 .continuous completely distributive if every element a g L is the supre-
 .mum of all the elements way below wedge below it.
w xPROPOSITION 1.1 3 . Let L be a complete lattice, then the following are
equi¤alent:
 .1 L is completely distributi¤e.
 .  .2 The operation sup: Low L “ L sending e¤ery lower set in L to its
 .  4supremum has a left adjoint b , in this case b a s b g L N b 1 a .
 .3 L satisfies the complete distributi¤ity law:
a s a .H E E Ht , s t , f  t .
tgT sgS fg S tgTt tg T t
 .4 L is a distributi¤e continuous lattice with enough coprimes.
 .From 2 in the above proposition it is easy to see that the wedge below
relation in a completely distributive lattice has the interpolation property;
i.e., a 1 b implies there is some c g L, a 1 c 1 b.
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An upper set U in a complete lattice L is called Scott open if for every
directed subset D : L, ED g U implies U l D / B. All the Scott open
sets form a topology on L, called the Scott topology on L. The lower
 4topology on L is generated as a subbasis by L _ xa N a g L .
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let L be a completely distributi¤e lattice, then
 .1 The Scott topology on L coincides with the lower topology.
 .  4 2 fia N a g L is a basis for the Scott topology, where fia s b g L N
4a < b .
 .  43 fia N a is a coprime in L is a subbasis for the Scott topology.
 .   . 4  .4 a a N a g L is a subbasis for the Scott topology, where a a s
 4b g L N a 1 b .
 .  . w x  .  .Proof. Equations 1 and 2 are proved in 3 , 3 and 4 are straight-
 .forward by 1 , left to the reader.
2. RELATED CATEGORIES
w xDEFINITION 2.1 16 . A topological L-fuzzifying neighbourhood struc-
 X 4ture on a set X is a family of functions P s p : 2 “ L N x g X with thex
following conditions: for all x g X, U, V : X,
 .  .LN1 p X s 1.x
 .  .LN2 p U / 0 implies x g U.x
 .  .  .  .LN3 p U l V s p U n p V .x x x
 .  .   .  ..LN4 p U s E p V n H p U .x x g V :U x y g V y
 .X, P is called a topological L-fuzzifying neighbourhood space. A
 .  .function f : X, P “ Y, Q between topological L-fuzzifying neighbour-
 y1 ..hood spaces is called continuous if for all x g X, U : Y, p f U Fx
 . w x  .q U . It is proved in 16 that LN4 is equivalent to the followingf  x .
condition:
 X .  .  .LN4 p U s E H p V .x x g V :U y g V y
w x  .THEOREM 2.2 16 . Let X, P be a topological L-fuzzifying neighbour-
hood space, then the operator 8: LX “ LX defined by
l8 x s a n p l s a n p l .  . .  . .E Ex a x w ax
agL agL
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for all l g LX, x g X, is an L-fuzzy interior operator on X, i.e., it satisfies the
following conditions: for all l, m g LX, a g L,
 .  .Int1 aX 8 s aX.
 .Int2 l8 F l.
 .  .Int3 l n m 8 s l8 n m8.
 .  .Int4 l8 8 s l8.
 .Thus it induces an L-fuzzy topology on X, denoted g P . In this way we get a
functor from the category of topological L-fuzzifying neighbourhood spaces to
L-FTS. Moreo¤er, an L-fuzzy topology D on X is induced by some topological
L-fuzzifying neighbourhood structure if and only if the L-fuzzy interior corre-
sponding to D satisfies:
 .   . .   . .FN l8 s E a n l 8 s E a n l 8 .ag L a ag L w ax
 .DEFINITION 2.3. A co-tower of topologies on a set X indexed by L is
 4a family of topologies G s t N a g L such that t is generated bya a
id x .  .4D t as a subbasis, or equivalently X, t “ X, t is an initialb2 a b a b b2 a
 .source for all a g L. t is called the a-level topology of G. X, G is calleda
a co-tower space for short. A function between two co-tower spaces is
called continuous if it is continuous with respect to every level topology.
c .The category of co-tower spaces is denoted Top L , called the co-tower
extension of Top.
Similarly we can define the co-tower extension of every topological
 .construct topological categories over Set . Co-tower extensions of topolog-
w xical constructs are analogous to the tower extensions in 17 , it can be
w xproved exactly as in 17 for tower extensions that the process of co-tower
extension has a lot of nice properties, for example, it preserves concrete
reflectivity, concrete coreflectivity, extensionality, and cartesian closedness,
etc.
 4PROPOSITION 2.4. Let t N a g l be a co-tower of topologies on a set X,a
then the operator 8: LX “ LX defined by
l8 s a n int l s a n int l ,E Ea a a w ax
agL agL
where int is the interior operator with respect to t , is an L-fuzzy interior ona a
 .X, thus it induces an L-fuzzy topology on X, denoted d G . And an L-fuzzy
 .set l is open in d G if and only if l g t for all a g L.a a
X X  .Proof. At first the operator 8: L “ L clearly satisfies Int1 and
 .Int2 .
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 .  .Int3 l n m 8 F l8 n m8 is trivial, conversely suppose
a 1 l8 x n m8 x s b n int l n c n int m , .  .  .  .E Eb b c c
bgL cgL
then there exist b, c 2 a, x g int l , x g int m , thus x g int l lb b c c b k c b
.  . .  .  .m : int l n m , therefore l n m 8 x G a, and thus by thec b n c b n c
 .complete distributivity of L we get l8 n m8 F l n m 8.
 .  .Int4 At first l8 8 F l8 is trivial, conversely suppose
a 1 l8 x s b n int l , . E b b
bgL
there exists some b g L, a 1 b, and x g int l , thus there is some V : lb b b
 .  .  .  .such that x g V : int l , therefore l8 F bV, hence l8 8 x G bV 8 xb b
G a, and then our conclusion follows.
 .Now we prove that l g d G iff l g t for all a g L.a a
Sufficiency is trivial since
l s a n l s a n int l .E Ea a a
agL agL
Necessity: Since
l s a n int l ,E a a
agL
then
l s int lDa b b
b2a
: int lD b a
b2a
: int l t is finer than t .D a a a b
b2a
s int l .a a
c .Clearly d is functorial from Top L to L-FTS.
3. LOWEN SPACES
In this section we characterize Lowen spaces.
 .THEOREM 3.1. Let X, D be an L-fuzzy topological space, then the
following are equi¤alent:
 .1 For all l g D, a g L, al g D.a
 .2 D has a basis consisting of le¤eled characteristic functions.
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 .3 D has a subbasis consisting of le¤eled characteristic functions.
 .  44 There exists a co-tower of topologies on X, G s t N a g L sucha
 .that D s d G .
 .5 There exists a topological L-fuzzifying neighbourhood structure P on
 .X such that D s g P .
 .  .6 The L-fuzzy interior operator corresponding to D satisfies FN , i.e.,
l8 s a n l 8 . . .E a
agL
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Proof. Our strategy is to prove 1 « 2 « 3 « 4 « 1 , 4 m 5 ,
 .  .  .  .  .  .  . w x5 m 6 . At first 1 « 2 « 3 is trivial and 5 m 6 is proved in 16 .
 .  .3 « 4 : For all a g L, let t be the topology generated as a subbasisa
 4by U : X N there is some b g L such that a 1 b, bU g D , it is easy to
 4check that G s t N a g L is a co-tower of topologies on X. Now it isa
 .sufficient to prove D s d G .
 .Suppose l g d G , by Proposition 2.4 l g t for all a g L, this meansa a
l s U ,D Fa s
tgT sgSt
where S is finite for all t g T and for each s g S there is some b g Lt t s
with a 1 b and b U g D. Clearlys s s
al F b n U g D ,E H Fa s s / /
tgT sgS sgSt t
thus al g D since D is stratified, hence l g D.a
Conversely suppose l g D, without loss of generality we can assume
that D has a basis consisting of leveled characteristic functions since the
inf of finite leveled characteristic functions is also a leveled characteristic
function, thus l s E a U , with all a U g D, thereforet g T t t t t
 4l s D U N a 1 a , t g T g t .a t t a
 .  .4 « 1 : Since l g D iff l g t for all a g L, thus if l g D, thena a
 .l g t . Clearly l g t for all b g L, thus al g D.a a a b b a
 .  .  .  44 « 5 : For all x g X, U : X, let p U s E a g L N x g int U , itx a
 4is routine to check that P s p N x g X is a topological L-fuzzifyingx
 .neighbourhood structure on X, now it is sufficient to prove that d G s
 . Xg P , or equivalently for all l g L , x g X,
a n int l x s a n p l . .  .  . .E Ea a x a
agL agL
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Since
 4a n p l s a n E b g L N x g int l . .  .E Ex a b a
agL agL
s a n b n int l x .  .  .E E b a
agL bgL
s a n int l x . .  .E a a
agL
 .  .5 « 4 : For each a g L, let t be the topology on X generated as aa
  .4  4subbasis by U : X N a 1 H p U , clearly G s t N a g L is a co-x gU x a
 .  .tower of topologies on X. Now by the argument of 4 « 5 to show that
 .  .  .  4d G s g P it suffices to prove that p U s E a g L N x g int U ; i.e.,x a
P can be recovered from G.
 .  4At first p U F E a g L N x g int U holds trivially, conversely sup-x a
pose
a 1 p U s p V , .  .E Hx y
xgV:U ygV
clearly there exist some b g L, V : U such that a 1 b, x g V, and
 .  4H p V G b, therefore x g int U, thus a F E c g L N x g int U .y g V y a c
 .An L-fuzzy topological space X, D satisfying the equivalent conditions
w xin the above theorem is called a Lowen space, in the case L s 0, 1 ,
 .X, D is a Lowen space iff it is a fuzzy neighbourhood space in the sense
w xof Lowen 6 .
COROLLARY 3.2. The category of Lowen spaces is simultaneously bireflec-
ti¤e and bicoreflecti¤e in L-FTS.
 .Proof. Given an L-fuzzy topological space X, D , its Lowen space
reflection is given by
id X
X , D “ X , r D , .  . .N
 .  4where r D is generated as a basis by aU g D N a g L, U : X , and itsN
Lowen space coreflection is given by
id X
X , c D “ X , D , .  . .N
 .  4where c D is generated as a subbasis by al N a g L, l g D .N a
 .COROLLARY 3.3 Characterization of Induced Space . An L-fuzzy topo-
 .logical space X, D iff the corresponding L-fuzzy interior operator satisfies
 .FN and
 .IC For all U : X, U8 is a crisp set.
 .  .This means X, D is induced iff it is a Lowen space plus IC .
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Remark. The difference between the above characterization of induced
w xspaces and that in 11 is that the above corollary characterizes induced
spaces exclusively in terms of the L-fuzzy interior operator, and Theorem
w x3.5 in 11 characterizes these spaces by the relationship between the
L-fuzzy interior operator and the interior operator corresponding to the
w x  4topology D s U : X N U g D on X.
COROLLARY 3.4. The categories of Lowen spaces, L-fuzzifying topological
w xspaces 15, 16 , and the co-tower extension of Top are all concretely isomor-
phic to each other.
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let S denote the L-fuzzy topology on L generated as aL
  . 4subbasis by a n fia N a g L and the collection of constant L-fuzzy sets,
  . 4by Proposition 1.2 it is easy to check that a n a a a g L plus all the
 .  4constants are a subbasis for S , where a a s b g L N a 1 b . ClearlyL
 .  .L, S is the Lowen space coreflection of L, s , where s is generatedL L L
as a subbasis by id plus all the constants.L
 .THEOREM 3.6. An L-fuzzy topological space X, D is a Lowen space iff
l
X , D “ L, S .  . 5L lgD
is an initial source in L-FTS, hence the category of Lowen spaces is the
 .reflecti¤e hull of L, S in L-FTS.L
 .Proof. Sufficiency follows from the fact that L, S is a Lowen spaceL
and that the subcategory of Lowen spaces is initially closed in L-FTS since
it is bireflective in L-FTS.
 .  .  .Necessity: 1 l: X, D “ L, S is continuous for all l g D, this isL
y1  ..trivial since l a n a a s al g D for all a g L.a
 . 2 The source is initial, this follows from the fact that al N a g L,a
4l g D is a basis for D.
 .COROLLARY 3.7. An L-fuzzy topological space X, D is a Lowen space
y1 .iff a n l fia g D for all a g L, l g D.
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